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CYCLES IN NIELSEN'S GRAPHS
Abstract
Nielsen's substitutions are usually used to calculate solutions of equations 
in free monoids. Each solution can be given as a composition of finitely many 
such substitutions. The process of solving defines the so called solution graph 
in which vertices are equations and edges correspond to Nielsen's substitutions. 
In this paper we deal with solution graphs containing cycles. The main theorem 
gives some restrictions on the number of variables occurring in equations of such 
graphs.
1. Preliminaries
Let M be a finite set. The algebra (M*, A, *) is called the free monoid over 
the alphabet M if M* is the set of all finite strings of elements from M, 
A stands for the empty string, and * denotes concatenation. Elements of 
this free monoid are called words and we write WU instead of W * U.
Each pair of words (U, W) is called an equation on words. Every sub­
stitution ó which satisfies 8(U) = ó(W) is called a solution of the equation 
(U,W).
For every x e M and W e M* the symbol ó(x,W) denotes the substi­
tution defined by the following formula: ó(x,W) : M —> M*,
W if t = x 
ó(x,W)(t) := t if t = x
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The symbol óx stands for £(x,a).
Let ó be a substitution and let A = (AL, AP) be an arbitrary equation. 
The symbol ó(A) will denote the reduced form of the (ó(AL),ó(AP)) in 
which both words (if they are not empty) begin with different variables.
2. Nielsen's graphs
Every equation A determines at most four Nielsen's substitutions. If A = 
(xU, yW ), then four Nielsen's substitutions corresponding to this equation 
are: óx, óy, ó(x,yx), ó(y,xy).
The equation A = (xU, A) determines only one Nielsen's substitution óx. 
Similarly, the equation A = (A, yW) determines exactly one Nielsen's sub­
stitution óy.
Khmelevski proved [3] that every solution of an equation can be found 
by use of Nielsen's substitutions. We will consider the so-called solution 
graph determined by these substitutions. The detailed construction of the 
solution graph was presented by Badura and Zaionc in [1]. They also 
showed that every quadric equation has a finite solution tree.
Let (W, U) be a word equation. The smallest digraph satisfying the 
conditions
• (W,U) e V(G(W,U))
• if A e V(G(w,u)) and ó is it's Nielsen's substitution, then ó(A) e 
V(G(W,U))
• if {A, ó(A)} C V(G(WU)) and ó is Nielsen's substitution of A then 
(A, ó(A), ó) e E(G(W,U))
is called Nielsen's graph. Every solution of the equation (W, U) can be 
given by a graph path.
In graph theory [2] digraphs are usually defined as pairs (V, E), where 
the vertex set V is nonempty and the edge set E consists of pairs of vertices.
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In Nielsen's graphs we allow multiple edges, so it is convenient to define 
an edge as a tuple of three elements (A, J(A), J) where A and J(A) are the 
vertices and J is the substitution corresponding to the edge.
There are differences in definitions of a path in literature. In this paper 
we accept that a path is a sequence of edges (v0, v1, J1) , (v1, v2, J2) . . . , 
(vn-i, vn, Jn), where n e N. The sequence does not have to be injective. If 
v0 = vn then the path is called a cycle.
Following picture gives an example of Nielsen's graph. Every path 
from the equation (xy, yx) to the equation of empty words (A, A) gives a 
solution of the initial equation.
\y,xy)
o
Nielsen's graph of the equation (xy, yz)
For instance, consider the path
(xy, yz), (xy, z), J(x,yx) , (xy, z), (y, z), J(z,xz) , (y, z), (A, z), J(z,yz) , 
((A, z), (A, A), Jz). The composition J := Jz ◦ J(z,yz) ◦ J(z,xz) ◦ J(x,yx) is 
a solution given by this path. Indeed, by calculating J(xy) and J(yz) we 
receive:
J(xy) = (yxy) = J(yz)
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3. Properties of cycles in Nielsen's graphs
Let var(A) denote the set of all variables occurring in the equation A. Then 
the inclusion
var(ó(A)) C var(A)
is satisfied by every Nielsen's substitution ó such that (A, ó(A), ó) e GA. 
If x e var(A) and ó = óx, then var(ó(A)) = var(A). This leads to the 
following conclusion:
Lemma 1. If a cycle C is a subgraph of Nielsen's graph and A, B e V(C), 
then for every x e M we get (A, B, óx) e/ E(C).
Proof: Let A1, A2, . .. , An be all successive vertices of the cycle. Then
var( An ) C var( An-1 ) C . . . C var( A1 ) C var( An )
and hence
var(An) = var(An-1) = . . . = var(A1).
Hence, for every two different vertices Ai, Aj of this cycle and every variable 
x e M (Ai, Aj, óx) e/ E(C). Otherwise this would lead to a contradiction. 
□
Assume that G is Nielsen's graph, {A0, A1, A2, ..., An-1, An} C V(G) 
and (Ai,Ai+i,ó(x,^ix)) e E(G) forevery i < n. Thepath ((Ao,Ai,ó(x,eox)), 
(A^ A2, ó(x,£ix)X . . . , (An-An ó(x,£n— ix))) wil1 be called Nielsen S Substi­
tution sequence. It will be denoted
Ao..............> An.
We will also use the name main variable for the variable x.
From Lemma 1 we know that certain substitutions cannot occur in a cycle. 
Hence every cycle in Nielsen's graph has the following form:
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A(x1 ,...x1). ..
.■■■ A0 = (x1 U0, x0V0) S(xn,...xn)
A1 = (x1U1, x2V1) An-1 = ( xn-1 Un-1 , xn Vn-1 )
A
^(x2,...x2) ;
A2 = (x3U2, x2V2)
A(x3,...x3)
A3 = (x3U3, x4V3)
We infer that xn = x0. Let x be an arbitrary variable. The number of 
occurrences of any variable x in a word A is denoted by ox(A).
If A is an arbitrary equation, then ox(A) = k denotes the equations:
ox(AL) = k 
ox(AP ) = k
4. Theorem on occurrences of main variables in cycles
We prove a theorem which gives bounds on the number of occurrences of 
main variables in cycles.
A(x,...x)
Theorem 1. If Nielsen's substitution sequence A................> B in a cycle
C satisfies the condition: ox(A) = 0, then for every main variable x of such 
sequence and for every equation B e V(C) we get ox(B) = 1.
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Lemma 2. If A = (xU, yW), B = J(x,yx)(A), then:
(1) oy(BL) = oy(AL) + ox(AL) - 1
(2) oy(BP) = oy(AP) + ox(AP) - 1
Proof of lemma 2: Let ox( AL) = n, ox(AP ) = m. Hence, there are 
words U1, U2 ...Un, W0, W1, ...Wm such that
ox(U1) = ...ox(Un) = ox(W0) = ...ox(Wm) = 0,
and
A = (xU1xU2 . . . xUn, yW0xW1 . . . xWm).
Then
B = (xU1yxU2 . .. yxUn, W0yxW1 .. . yxWm).
The variable equations result directly from the above form of B.
Notice that for every variable t = y we get
(3) ot(B) = ot(A).
This lemma can be generalized in the following way:
Lemma 3. Let A0, A1, ..., An-1, An be a Nielsen's substitution sequence 
and let x be it's main variable. If Ai = (xWi,^iUi) for every i < n and 
k = card{i < n : = y}, then oy(An) = kox(Ao) + oy(Ao) — k.
Proof of lemma 3: Lemma 2 shows the validity of the above equation 
for n = 1. Assume that the equation is valid for any Nielsen's substitution 
sequence of the length n. Let A0, A1, ..., An be a sequence such that 
Ai = (xWi,CiUi) for each i < n and k = card{i < n — 1 : & = y}. Then 
oy(An-1) = kox(A0) + oy(A0) — k .
If £n— 1 = yj then oy (An) = ox(An—1) + oy (An—1) 1 and ox(Ai) =
ox(Ai-1) for 0 < i < n. Hence oy(An) = (k + 1)ox(A0) + oy(A0) — (k + 1). 
If Cn—1 = y, then oy(An) = oy(An—1) = kox(A0) + oy(A0) — k.
By induction the equation is valid for each n and each k < n.
Proof of theorem: Assume that a cycle contains n maximal Nielsen's 
substitution sequences, where n > 1. Let A0, A1, ..., An—1 be the first
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elements of these sequences put in the order as they appear in the cycle 
and x1, x2, . . . , xn denote the corresponding main variables.
Knowing that every vertex B of the cycle belongs to some Nielsen's sub- 
A(xi,...xi)
stitution sequence Aj-i........................> Aj, there exists such p that oxi (B) =
poxi (Aj-i) + oxi (Aj-i) — p. It suffices to show that for any i < n we have 
ox1 (Ai) -= 1. -
Let k e {1, . . . , n}. By Lemma 3, for every i e {1, . . . , n} there exists 
an integer a such that oXk (Aj) = aiOxi (Aj-i) + oXk (Aj-i) — aj. If Xj is 
the main variable of Nielsen's substitution sequence with the first element 
Aj-1, then by assumption we get Oxk (Aj) > Oxk (Aj-i). Hence Oxk (Ao) = 
oxk (Ai) = oxk (A2) = . . . = oxk (An-i).
Assume that A0 = (xiW0, x0U0), Ai = (xiWi, x2Ui) then we receive 
ox1 (A0) = 1. Indeed, if ox0(Ai) = aiox1 (A0) + ox0(A0) — ai and ox0(Ai) = 
ox0(A0) then 0 = aiox1 (A0) — ai. Additionally, ai > 0 which gives the 
expected result. □
If the cycle consists of one sequence of uniform substitutions, then the 
equation
ox0(A0) = aox1 (A0) + ox0(A0) — a
is satisfied for some a > 0 and so ox1 (A0) = 1. For any vertex B of the cycle 
we receive: ox1 (B) = ox1 (A0) = 1 by (3). Notice that this case does not 
require any assumption about the main variable. The assumption about 
the main variable can be also omitted in the case of cycles which contain 
exactly two maximal Nielsen's substitution sequences. It has not be settled 
if the assumption is necessary in the general case.
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